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WHO WE ARE

KNX ASSOCIATION CVBA
Constituted as the European Installation Bus Association
cvba (EIBA) by the act passed on the 8th May 1990, in
front of Notary Hans BERQUIN, Brussels and published in
the Official Journal on the 1st June 1990.
Renamed KNX Association cvba in accordance with the
relevant decisions taken at the Extraordinary General
Assembly, held on the 22nd December 2005, in front of
Notary Martine ROBBERECHTS of Zaventem and
published in the Official Journal on the 16th March 2006.

App Tech srl is a company that has been operating in the world of home automation for more than 30
years, developing supervision solutions ready to reduce consumption, improve safety and quality of life.
Our goal is to create “SMART” solutions through high quality products and with intuitive functionality.
In particular, App Tech srl offers its own innovative SOFTWARE with advanced properties that allow the
company to be competitive in different areas: from the private to the service industry.
Whatever the type of your structure or business, with our software you can have a global view via PC tablet
or smartphone.
All you need is an INTERNET CONNECTION.

Registered office: De Kleetlaan 5, B-1831 Diegem

Certificate of Membership

OUR BUSINESS UNIT

The association certifies that
App Tech Srl
is a member of KNX Association until 01/06/2022

Joost Demarest, CTO
KNX Association
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Brussels, date
31/05/2021

• BMS
• Home automation
• Hotellerie
• Industry (incl. Industry 4.0 solutions)
• OEM for industry - building automation
• Health care (incl. Covid prevention solutions)
• Marine applications
• Security and surveillance
• E-Mobility
• Smart city
• Scada
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APP TECH

APP TECH

APP TECH SRL SUPERVISION
WEB SERVERS

APP TECH SRL SOFTWARE

SMARTCM and PS100BOX are powerful and reliable supervision web servers able to realize advanced
logics, customized scenarios, reporting, calendar schedules, energy management, voice activation commands and much more.
They are able to interact with numerous standard and proprietary technologies to create a unique management and supervision environment for your home automation system and for all technological systems
connected to it.
They allow to import the plant design from ETS (KNX) and realize supervision pages easily and quickly
thanks to their intuitive interface, usable even remotely.
They are multiplatform, the home automation plant can be managed through an Internet browser by
smartphone, tablet, PC, MAC and touch-PC.
They are easily customizable, graphics and automations can be modified and managed even by the end
user according to their needs.
They are equipped with integrated KNX interface, thus they can be directly connected to KNX BUS and
communicate through specific proprietary protocols.
For example, they can manage By-me of Vimar, MiA of Fantini e Cosmi, MyHome of BTicino, Duemmegi
and other numerous home automation systems as well as allowing integration of IP videointercoms and
IP cameras.
Proprietary protocols are natively integrated and this saves you money on buying expensive gateways.
Furthermore, this allows a faster and above all encrypted communication, hence safer, without degrading
web server performance.

CONSUMPTION
MANAGEMENT
Energy management is an increasingly topical
and central issue in the home automation management of a building: the increasing costs of
traditional energy sources on the one hand, the
availability of alternative sources on the other
require even more optimized and intelligent
management strategies for the most rational
energy use.
App Tech srl software allow you to communicate with all sensors and meters in the building,
both on KNX and on the most popular field buses (M-BUS, Modbus, etc...) measuring in real
time electrical quantities, gas and water consumption, both in production and consumption.
App Tech srl software also allow to manage
electrical utilities in the building, disabling
them if necessary according to criteria and priorities configurable by the user in response to
excessive consumption, hence avoiding the disconnection of the meter.

ECO

PS100 and SMARTCM are frameworks for home automation created by App Tech srl.
They are complete and powerful products to realize home automation supervision systems and they are
integrated with burglar alarm systems, TVCC and sound system.
It is an easy-to-use product that allows the creation of visual interfaces for building control from any compatible browser or smartphone.
Thanks to this software the user is able to create an unlimited number of scenarios, which are customizable according to their needs.
Scenarios allow you to execute with a single click or with vocal commands, or automatically at scheduled
times, a set of commands that ensure interaction between the various features of the software, such as
lighting, anti-intrusion, thermoregulation, etc...
PS100

SMARTCM

Windows10

Linux

12...24Vdc

12...24Vdc

Idle current

120...60mA

120...60mA

Size (HxLxD)

42x131x131mm

58x70x110mm (4 DIN modules)

Operating temperature

+0°C...+50°C

+0°C...+50°C

Storage temperature

-10°C...+70°C

-10°C...+70°C

Degree of protection

IP20 (according to EN60529)

IP20 (according to EN60529)

Body in self-extinguishing thermoplastic

Body in self-extinguishing thermoplastic

USB 2.0 (2X); LAN (1X) standard RJ45
connector (10/100Mbps)

USB 2.0 (2X); LAN (1X) standard RJ45
connector (10/100Mbps)

II (according to EN 60335-1)

II (according to EN 60335-1)

Operating system
Supply voltage

Material
Ports
Insulation class

*PS100BOX and SMARTCM are programmable also offline

Available for:

DEMO PS100BOX

http://apptechsrl.no-ip.org:2378/
user: admin - psw: demo
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DEMO SMARTCM

http://apptechsrl.no-ip.org:2379/
user: admin - psw: 1234
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BUS

- SHUTTERS
- LIGHTING
- GESTURE CONTROLS
- AIR CONDITIONING
- UTILITIES CONSUMPTION
- SECURITY
- AUDIO/VIDEO MULTIROOM
- HOTEL ACCESS CONTROL

SECURITY CONTROL UNIT

SERVER
MULTIROOM AUDIO/VIDEO MATRIX
FIRE PREVENTION CONTROL UNIT

TOUCHSCREEN

SMART TV

INFRARED DEVICES

SWITCH
HUB
ACCESS POINT

ADSL MODEM
ROUTER

I-PHONE
SMARTPHONE
I-PAD

IP CAMERA

ANALOG CAMERA
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INTERCOM

BIODYNAMIC
LIGHTING

REMOTE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
SMART SYSTEM FROM ANY MOBILE
DEVICE.
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APP TECH

INTEGRATED PROTOCOLS
ANTI-INTRUSION

All trademarks shown belong to the
legitimate owners

HOME AUTOMATION

SMART ENERGY

SOUND DIFFUSION

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

CCTV

FIRE SAFETY

COMMUNICATION

HOTEL & ACCESS CONTROL

Supports all
cameras
with
streaming
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APP TECH

APP TECH SRL SUPERVISION SOFTWARE MAIN FUNCTIONS
LIGHTING

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

MOTORIZATION

Thanks to App Tech srl web servers you can
easily manage and control all lighting fixtures in the plant through a simple and intuitive
graphic layout, whether it is ON/OFF or light intensity control (dimmer) and RGB LED systems.

You can manage all control devices related to
temperature control simply with App Tech srl
web servers.
You can set various parameters via management software or via smartphone and tablet
in order to monitor the climate of each area of
your building even remotely.
You can plan your thermoregulation plant functions on a daily/monthly/annual basis, this allows you an efficient control over your consumption and to manage it in real time via any
device wherever you are.

Thanks to App Tech srl web servers you can
manage and control all devices equipped with
motorization: shutters, overhead doors, gates,
windows, skylights and any devices equipped
with an electric motor.
You can control every single motorization and/
or set a scenario that enables you to manage
multiple devices at once with a simple click.

REPORTING
You will be also able to insert in our supervision
software charts/tables for real time control of
any single device in your system.
Reporting control is historicised within our
software.
Moreover you will be able at any time to monitor temperature trend, energy consumption,
ignition, motorization and much more.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY &
LOAD CONTROL
App Tech srl web servers also allow to monitor
all the electrical utilities in the building, offering
you the chance of managing them on your own
with activations or any deactivations depending on your pre-set priorities and criteria.
You will be able to control and possibly limit
excessive consumption in your place, all managed by smartphone, PC, tablet and any other
devices.

ANTI-INTRUSION &
FIRE SAFETY

SCENARIOS

Multiple protocols of numerous leading companies operating in the anti-intrusion and fire
safety sector, that do not use standard KNX
protocol, are natively integrated in App Tech srl
web servers.
You can easily choose the manufacturer you
prefer and interface their product with your building home automation through our software.
Proprietary protocols are natively integrated
and this saves you money on buying expensive
gateways.
Furthermore, this allows a faster and above all
encrypted communication, hence safer, without degrading web server performance.
You can control and manage your anti-intrusion/fire alarm system even remotely via any
device.
In addition, thanks to our NVR you can associate a brief record to any NVR in case of a specific
condition you choose and you will be immediately sent the related movie via e-mail.

Scenario function allows to create in total autonomy a series of functions of various nature
grouped in a single command.
The full flexibility of scenario function allows
you to manage multiple commands and activate all through a simple click from the icon
you created in the supervision software or with
a voice activated command (Google Home,
Alexa, ecc...) or plan it automatically via calendar function.
A typical example is the “leave home” command.
By activating the leave home command, you
no longer have to check that all lights are off,
shutters are down, alarm is on, thermostat goes
into ECO mode, etc...
You can manage all this with a simple click via
any device wherever you are or through your
voice command at the exit of your home.
To create a scenario you can use both supervision software and voice activation.

CUSTOMIZATION
The user is free anytime to plan and customize ignition and adjustment of any single device
via calendar functions and scenarios present in
App Tech srl web servers.
10
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APP TECH

VOICE CONTROL

MULTI-PLATFORM

VOCAL ASSISTANT
FOR YOUR HOME

SETTING FROM TOUCH SCREEN +
INTERCOM VoIP SIP

SETTING FROM PC

SETTING FROM TABLET

SETTING FROM SMARTPHONE

Google Home is a smart speaker which can control your home, perform searches and play music.
It has inside a software able to acknowledge voice commands and respond/react accordingly.

GOOGLE ASSISTANCE
This artificial intelligence is called Vocal
Assistant or Virtual and in Google Home
it is called “Google Assistance”.

Thanks to “voice control” function you can manage and
control your home automation system through voice commands by you preset.
You can control just the device or group a series of actions
simply via a single voice command.
Scenarios are not tied to a standard programming preset
via supervision software but can be created and eliminated through simple voice commands.

HI, HOW CAN I
HELP YOU?
AVAILABLE FOR:

Watch the video:
https://youtu.be/ZhN4hBDegNs
12

The system needs an Internet connection, in the
absence of which it does not work.
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LIVING & HOTELLERIE WITH NO LIMITS
- HOTEL AND RESIDENCIAL SYSTEM KNX hotel access control system combines simplicity, flexibility and efficiency with value-added solutions
for both the customer and the hotel manager.
PS100HOTEL system represents the final result of a long project for supervision, control and real-time management of all internal and external areas of the facilities and services of the receptive structure.
A complete management tool to respond to a single controller through the use of an intuitive web interface that can be managed from any device with a browser.

PS100B&B SOFTWARE
Thanks to the software created by App Tech srl you can manage your rooms in the utmost simplicity,
through the use of an access control system with a numeric keypad.
The procedure will be very simple and fast: we will let your accommodation interact with future customers
through an internet connection without having a physical reception.
The supervision system will create a new little access code before guest arrival and it will communicate it
via message, e-mail or you can be the one to report it by phone eventually.
When the client arrives to the accommodation, the room assigned to him will recognize the code, allowing
him to enter and check in completely independently.
The software created by App Tech srl will provide for activation/deactivation of the room according to the
inputs/outputs of the guests, without waste of energy, ensuring maximum comfort for the customer.
The hotelier can at any time remotely view the room status and its related alarms.
At the end of the stay the assigned code is deleted from the keyboard memory, ensuring constant security
within the structure.
In addition, the maintenance personnel and the service staff will have their own numerical code that
identifies them as operators and allows them to perform their tasks in total autonomy, all under owner’s
supervision.
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PS100HOTEL SOFTWARE
PS100HOTEL is an easy-to-use product which allows the creation of visual interfaces for building control
from any compatible browser or smartphone.
Thanks to PS100HOTEL the user is able to create an unlimited number of logics according to their needs,
generate cards, enable rooms and services and control access.
It is able to interact with numerous standard and proprietary technologies to create a unique management and supervision environment for your home automation system and for all technological systems
connected to it.
It can be even integrated with already existent hotel management systems.
Through a KNX interface, it can be directly connected to KNX BUS and communicate through specific
protocols with numerous technologies and proprietary systems, in addition to allowing integration of IP
cameras and DVRs.
It allows to import the plant design from ETS (KNX) and easily and quickly realize supervision pages thanks
to its intuitive interface, usable even remotely.

Cod. PSLETRANSP
Transponder reader with glass
support frame for PS100HOTEL
compatible KNX.

Cod. PSTATRANSP
Transponder holder with glass
support frame for PS100HOTEL
compatible KNX.
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DEMO PS100HOTEL

http://apptechsrl.no-ip.org:2377/
user: admin
psw: demo

Use your phone as a card*

Home
Back
Access Control
Change Themes
Change Password
Logout
Web Server OK
Windows Server OK

*it is not an additional app.
Only phones with built-in NFC
Not compatible with iOS..
2000 Users

PSKP1

PSKPINT
RE
D
LED

GR
EE
LED N

Reservation and
access gate

OR

AN
LED GE

Access
control
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
PSTASTNUM
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•

Stand by*
Card and PIN insertion
Alarm*
PIN entry
* (Red flash)
Reading card
Open door
Mission accomplished

Setting mode
Reading manager card

Supports 4 to 8 digit PIN.
Degree of protection IP68.
Waterproof and UV-resistant case.
Soft and attractive design, with internal and external
operation.
High visibility backlit keyboard.
2 LED and an integrated buzzer for programming
and operation.
Intuitive menu, based on keyboard, LED and acoustic
indicators.
Tamper for tampering detection, on the front and on
the back of the keyboard.
Up to 500 users in standalone mode.
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INTERACTIVE NOTICE BOARD

REMOTE MANAGEMENT

App Tech solution dedicated to apartment buildings is aimed to introducing modern technologies in
condominium contexts.
So the idea of the digital condominium was born, a project which consists in replacing the classic notice
board in the condominiums halls with a monitor on which notices, convening of meetings and all condominium administrator communications addressed to residents are displayed.
The system is composed of a monitor of variable size, depending on the needs of the single condominium,
through which communications between condominium manager and residents are managed.
GREEN
It allows you to save a lot
of paper

CHEAP
Its high ease of installation and use
allows you to save time

EASY
The high technology of the product
creates a very versatile system

SMART
Possibility of interfacing with different
management systems

COMMUNICATING IN THE
RIGHT WAY
The digital notice board displays on a large
screen the messages set according to a certain order and time.
Also, various colours may be adopted to give
greater emphasis to the message.
Through the app, you can control the board
remotely, communicate and book shared
spaces.
18
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SMART CITY

RGB STATUS LIGHT
CAMERA

Technology is constantly evolving and changing, offering us a wide range of smart solutions which make
our lives easier and safer.
Many of these high-tech solutions are becoming more and more applied also by our cities, which are stepby-step turning into smart ones.
Thus, as smart solutions providers, we asked ourselves how we could make our part in this process of transformation.
The answer is: why not turning the poles along the streets into smart columns?

SMARTP4
Electric vehicle charge
socket

PUBLIC ADDRESS
LOUDSPEAKER

Charge socket 230 V
USB charge socket

AIR QUALITY SENSOR
AND TEMPERATURE

SOS button
Wireless phone-charger
Contactless card reader

INTERCOM LOUDSPEAKER

WHAT IS IT?

Touch panel

It is an intuitive, modular, high-temperature resistant and easy-to-use smart pole.
We offer four different versions, which may be combined together according to customers’ needs.
This pole may include chargers for any kind of electric vehicles and devices, like smartphones and laptops,
an SOS button in case of emergency and a contactless card reader for payments.
Moreover it may be provided with an interactive touch panel connected with internet to support citizens
and tourists with maps, information, etc..., a backlit infopanel with adv, timetables, etc …, an intercom loudspeaker, an air quality sensor, a public address loudspeaker for news, music and not only, a camera to monitor the area, an RGB status light and a main street light.

Backlit infopanel

BACKLIT INFOPANEL

Intercom loudspeaker
Public address loudspeaker
TOUCH PANEL
WIRELESS
PHONE-CHARGER
SOS BUTTON

Air quality sensor
Camera

CONTACTLESS
CARD READER

RGB status light

USB CHARGE SOCKET

Main street light
WiFi hotspot

CHARGE SOCKET 230 V
ELECTRIC VEHICLE
CHARGE SOCKET

SMARTP1

Communication hotspot

SMARTP2

SMARTP3

Electric vehicle charge
socket

Electric vehicle charge
socket

Electric vehicle charge
socket

Charge socket 230 V

Charge socket 230 V

Charge socket 230 V

USB charge socket

USB charge socket

USB charge socket

SOS button

SOS button

SOS button

Wireless phone-charger

Wireless phone-charger

Wireless phone-charger

Contactless card reader

Contactless card reader

Contactless card reader

Touch panel

Touch panel

Intercom loudspeaker

Backlit infopanel

RGB status light

Intercom loudspeaker
Public address loudspeaker
Camera
RGB status light

SMARTP1
20

SMARTP2

SMARTP3

SMARTP4
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES CHARGING

Watch the video:
https://youtu.be/2ioMg69-29k

Aluminium base column for electric vehicles charging.
Our clever columns, called SMARTPOWER, are equipped with power sockets for Mode 3 charging cables,
in compliance with the European standard type 2 according to IEC 62196, and a user recognition system
via RFID card reader.
Charging procedure is easy and quick thanks to a 7” touch screen and a voice guidance.
The user is guided throughout the procedure and, if necessary, he can make a call to the operational centre and communicate with an operator via a microphone provided with the column.
Moreover, the speakers supplied with SMARTPOWER columns allow to play messages or piped music.
At the end of recharge the column sends the user a completed charge notice via e-mail and/or Telegram
app.
Warnings are also sent in case of anomalies.
The RGB LED strip identifies the status of SMARTPOWER through different colours, whether it is charging
correctly or if there are anomalies and also provides night lighting to the column.
It can be monitored remotely and allows you to check the correct functioning, the status and any anomalies.
SMARTPOWER carries out charge control and redistributes the charge itself in case of multiple battery
installations.

• 7” touch screen display.
• User recognition enabled at the charge via RFID reader 13,56MHz.
• Wireless web connection.
• Remote control and interfaceable with e-mAPP Software.
• Water-and dirt-proof sockets, the lids provide reliable protection against splashing water according to
IP54 protection degree.
• Lid block and plug anti-release management.
• Efficient power transmission and long-lasting stability thanks to silver contact surfaces.
• Mode 3 charging with pwm pilot circuit.
• Protection against overcurrents and indirect contacts.
• High safety standards thanks to precise temperature measurement and integrated locking actuator.
• Intuitive and fast charge status detection via colour LED indicator.
• Light head with service RGB LED strip.
• Power output and current consumption measurement.
• Digital counters 3P N 80A with MID certification.
• Stand-alone or online functioning.
• Optional Wi-FI/4G router.
• Optional backup battery.
Pass the Card

Insert the Plug

Wait for the End of Charging

Charging Completed

Piped Music

Press the Button
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KNX PRODUCTS

Cod. KNXDALI
Gateway DALI/KNX
Short circuit protection - power
supply 110-240 VAC 50/60Hz.
DALI max current consumption
250mA.

Cod. KNXDIMUN
Universal Dimmer
Dimmer actuator KNX, 2 channels, capable to supply up to
300W at 230VAC on each of two
available lines.

Cod. KNX4DIM
Constant Voltage Dimmer
4 channel dimmer actuator for
white and RGB LED strips operating at 12 and 24 Volts - with
PWM control.

Cod. KNX3DIM
Dimmer Actuator
4 channel dimmer actuator for
LED lamps with current-mode
control - output current: 350mA,
700mA, 1000mA.

Cod. KNX2+2LED
2 Inputs - 2 Outputs Interface
2 input pushbutton interface
to drive KNX devices - management of 2 outputs intended to
drive low current LEDs.

Cod. KNX4+4LED
4 Inputs - 4 Outputs Interface
4 input pushbutton interface
to drive KNX devices - management of 4 outputs intended to
drive low current LEDs.

Cod. KNX4+TH
4 Inputs + Thermostat
Interface with an external temperature probe to perform thermostat functions.

Cod. KNX4+TH+UM
4 Inputs + Thermostat +
Humidistat
Interface with an external temperature and humidity probe to
perform thermostat functions,
humidity and dew point temperature control.

Cod. KNXMCPE
Sensor For Alternating Current
Measurement
It measures alternating current
absorbed and provides values
that can be used to determine
the amount of electricity consumed.

DEVICES
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KNX PRODUCTS
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KNX PRODUCTS

Cod. KNXTA
Current Clamp
The clamp has a sensitivity of
60A/V and allows the instrument to measure electrical current up to a maximum of 150A.

Cod. KNX12X16
12 Ch Actuator
12 channel KNX actuator, programmable with ETS to control
loads. Each output uses bistable
relays with 16A maximal load.

Cod. KNX8X16
8 Ch Actuator
8 channel KNX actuator for monitoring electrical loads with
outputs up to 16A. Outputs can
be individually pre-set by ETS.

Cod. KNX8X16MF
Multifunction 8 Ch Actuator
KNX Multifunction actuator 8
channel with outputs up to 16A.
For installation on DIN rail and
wide enough for 8 modules.

Cod. KNX4X16MF
Multifunction 4 Ch Actuator
KNX Multifunction actuator 4
channel programmable with
ETS. Each output uses bistable
relays with 16A maximal load.

Cod. KNXCONV
M-BUS/KNX - Converter
Allows to integrate a M-BUS
network with a KNX net. Different versions are available 20 to
250 devices.

Cod. KNX4X16
4 Ch Actuator
4 channel KNX actuator, programmable with ETS to control
loads. Each output uses bistable
relays with 16A maximal load.

Cod. KNX2X10T
2 Ch Shutter Actuator
KNX actuator 2 channel programmable with ETS for the
shutter control.

Cod. KNX4X10T
4 Ch Shutter Actuator
KNX actuator 4 channel programmable with ETS for the
shutter control.

Cod. KNXALIM640
Power Supply
Max current 640mA - input voltage 230/110 VAC - 50/60Hz. DIN
bar mounting 4 modules.

Cod. KNXACCOP
KNX TP LineCoupler 650
DIN rail mounted device.
KNX main line approx. 5 mA.
KNX sub line approx. 3 mA.

Cod. KNXINTIP
Interface
Device for interfacing between
a KNX line and an IP network.

Cod. KNX6X10T
6 Ch Shutter Actuator
KNX actuator 6 channel programmable with ETS for the
shutter control.

Cod. KNX24X16MF
Multifunction 24 Ch Actuator
KNX multifunction actuator 24
channel programmable with
ETS for the control of loads with
absorption up to 16A.

Cod. KNX12X16MF
Multifunction 12 Ch Actuator
KNX multifunction actuator 12
channel programmable with
ETS. Each output uses bistable
relays with 16A maximal load.

Cod. KNXINTUSB
Interface USB
Bidirectional communication interface KNX/USB that connects
a BUS line with your PC.

Cod. KNXMORS
Connectors
The connectors are for EIB BUS
applications and allow the communication between the device
and the KNX BUS.

Cod. KNX2X2X0,8
Cable
The cable is made with 2 twisted pairs of section 0.8mm, sealed with tape AI/Pet, flame retardant, and halogen-free.
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KEYBOARDS & THERMOSTATS KNX

Cod. KNXTASTQB-S
Multifunction Keyboard
Glass keyboard with temperature control unit - 4 RGB LED.
8 keys (80x80mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. KNXTASTQN-G
Multifunction Keyboard
Glass keyboard with temperature control unit - 4 RGB LED.
8 keys (80x80mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. KNXTASTRN-S
Multifunction Keyboard
Glass keyboard with temperature control unit - 4 RGB LED.
8 keys (120x80mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. KNXTASTRB-G
Multifunction Keyboard
Glass keyboard with temperature control unit - 4 RGB LED.
8 keys (120x80mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. KNXTH-Q-N
Thermostat
Glass thermostat with digital
temperature probe (80x80mm).
Blue LED backlight.
Colours: white/black/gold

Cod. KNXTH-R-B
Thermostat
Glass thermostat with digital
temperature probe (120x80mm).
Blue LED backlight.
Colours: white/black/gold

APP TECH CMBus

The images and features referring to the devices in this catalog are not binding.
App Tech srl reserves the right to change at any time and without notice the specifications of the products listed.

Cod. KNXTAST-OB
Access Control Keyboard
12 capacitive keys with white
LED backlight (120x80mm).
Colours: white/black
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Cod. KNXTAST-ON
Access Control Keyboard
12 capacitive keys with white
LED backlight (120x80mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. KNXTAST-VN
Access Control Keyboard
12 capacitive keys with white
LED backlight (80x120mm).
Colours: white/black

Cod. CRONOSETT
Flush mounting
programmable thermostat with CMBus
interface.

Cod. TERMCMBUS
Flush mounting thermostat with CMBus
interface.

Cod. CRONOTOUCH
Weekly programmable
thermostat, LCD thin
touch screen with CMBus interface.

Cod. CRONOCMBUS
Weekly programmable
thermostat, with
batteries and CMBus
interface.
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APP TECH CMBus

Cod. PSALIM2AB
24VDC 2A power supply with
built-in BUS socket
It provides, via BUS, 24Vcc
power supply to all the modules of the system.

Cod. PSALIM06A
24VDC 0.63A power supply
Without diagnostic signals
and USB data port, it can be
used to create small autonomous automations.

Cod. PSINTUSB
USB Interface
It provides the system connection with all devices capable
of
communicating
through a USB port.

Cod. PS4ING
Modules with 4 digital inputs
x12 virtual buttons
It has 4 inputs that can be
used to connect 12 buttons (8
of which are virtual), each of
which can be freely configured.

Cod. PS5IN4OUT
Modules with 5 digital inputs
+ 4 outputs 24VDC
It has 5 inputs that can be
used to connect buttons and
4 outputs that can control
common 24V signal lights.

Cod. PS2TAP5IN
Roller shutter module
5 digital inputs and 2 relay
outputs that can be used for
rolling shutter control.

Cod. PS8IN12OUT
Module with 8 relays outputs
12A
It is equipped with 8 relay outputs and is designed
to control groups of lamps,
electric motors and household appliances.

Cod. PS9IN8OUT
Modules with 9 digital inputs
+ 8 relay outputs 6A
Suitable for low-power generic actuation applications,
where many relays are required in confined spaces.

Cod. PS5IN32OUT
Modules with 5 inputs + 3
outputs 16A + 2 outputs 6A
It allows you to control: lamps,
electric motors of roller shutters, solenoid valves of heating or irrigation systems and
technological alarms.

Cod. PS2VEN5IN
Venetian blind module
5 digital inputs and 2 relay
outputs that can be used for
venetian blind control.

Cod. PSMETEO
Module for wind, sun and
rain detection
It detects wind speed, external brightness and rain. (Control unit only)

Cod. PSCONTEMP
Module for temperature monitoring
PSCONTEMP and PSSENTEMP modules combined
together detect and monitor
temperature in the rooms
with an accuracy of ±0,5°C.

Cod. PS5IN32OUTR
Modules with 5 inputs + 3
outputs 16A + 2 outputs 6A
Suitable for junction boxes. It
allows you to control: lamps,
electric motors of roller shutters, solenoid valves of heating or irrigation systems and
technological alarms.

Cod. PS2OUTDIM
Modules with 2 outputs 0-10V
Module equipped with 0-10V
outputs capable of controlling
two dimmers of incandescent,
led or fluorescent lamps.

Cod. PS8ING
Modules with 8 digital inputs
Suitable for acquiring and
connecting any buttons near
the electrical panel or contacts of technological alarms.

Cod. PSSENTEMP
Temperature sensor
PSCONTEMP and PSSENTEMP modules combined
together detect and monitor
temperature in the rooms
with an accuracy of ±0,5°C.

Cod. PSFANCOIL
Fan-coil module
Specific module aimed to
control 3 speed fan-coils.

Cod. PSMODLOG
OR logic module
Module for controlling the circulation pump of the heating
system when the zone valve
is opened.
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Cod. GW.DAI-KNX.A
KNX - DAIKIN AC Domestic Lines (RAC)
It allows monitoring and control of Daikin home air conditioners in KNX installations.

Cod. GW.DAI-KNX.A4
KNX - DAIKIN AC Domestic Lines (RAC) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control of Daikin home air conditioners in KNX installations.

Cod. GW.DAI-KNX.B
KNX - DAIKIN AC SKY Air and
VRV systems (PAC, VRF)
It allows monitoring and control
of Daikin SKY and VRV air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.HIT-KNX.A
KNX - HITACHI gateway for Air
to Water units and Yutaki series (A2W)
It allows monitoring and control
of Hitachi air to water systems
from KNX installations.

Cod. GW.HIT-KNX.A4
KNX - HITACHI AC Commercial
Lines (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control of Hitachi VRF SET FREE
air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.HIT-KNX
KNX - HITACHI AC Commercial
Lines (PAC, VRF) 16/64 Indoor
Units
Designed to allow control of
Hitachi VRF SET FREE systems
from a KNX installation.

Cod. GW.DAI-KNX.B4
KNX - DAIKIN AC SKY Air and
VRV systems (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control
of Daikin SKY and VRV air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.FUJ-KNX.A4
KNX - FUJITSU AC Commercial
& VRF lines (RAC, VRF) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control
of Fujitsu RAC and VRF air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.FUJ-KNX.16
KNX - FUJITSU AC Commercial
Lines (VRF) 16 Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of
Fujitsu VRF systems from a
KNX installation.

Cod. GW.LG-KNX.A
KNX - LG AC Commercial &
VRF lines (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary
inputs
It allows the monitoring and
control of LG VRF air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.LG-KNX
KNX - LG AC (RAC, PAC, VRF)
4/8/16/64 Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of LG
VRF solutions from a KNX installation.

Cod. GW.MID-KNX
KNX - MIDEA AC Commercial
& VRF Line (PAC, VRF) 1/16/64
Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of Midea VRF and commercial line
solutions from a KNX installation.

Cod. GW.HAI-KNX
KNX - HAIER AC (VRF) 8/16/64
Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of Haier VRF and solutions of commercial lines from a KNX installation.

Cod. GW.HIS-KNX.A4
KNX - HISENSE AC Commercial Lines (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary
inputs
It allows monitoring and control of Hisense VRF air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.HIS-KNX
KNX - HISENSE AC Commercial Lines (PAC, VRF) 16/64 Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of Hisense VRF systems from a KNX
installation.

Cod. GW.MIT-KNX.A
KNX - MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
AC Domestic, Mr. Slim and City
Multi (RAC, PAC, VRF)
Allows monitoring and control
of Mitsubishi Electric and Mr.
Slim domestic air conditioners
of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.MIT-KNX.A4
KNX - MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
AC Domestic, Mr. Slim and City
Multi (RAC, PAC, VRF) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control of Mitsubishi Electric and
Mr. Slim domestic air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.MIT-KNX
KNX - MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
AC (RAC, PAC, VRF) 15/100
Groups
Designed to allow control of
Mitsubishi Electric City Multi systems from a KNX installation.
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Cod. GW.PAN-KNX.D4
KNX - PANASONIC AC ECOi &
PACi lines (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary
inputs
It allows monitoring and control of Panasonic ECOi and PACi
air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.PAN-KNX.A4
KNX - PANASONIC AC Domestic Line (RAC) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control
of Panasonic Etherea air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.PAN-KNX.C4
KNX - PANASONIC AC FS & FSM
lines (PAC, VRF) + 4 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control
of Panasonic FS and FSM air conditioners of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.BAC-KNX
KNX - BACnet IP & MS/TP Client
(100/250//600/1200/3000 points)
Designed to allow control of
BACnet server devices from a
KNX installation.

Cod. GW.KNX-LON
KNX - LON Network (100/500/
4000 points and 128 devices)
Designed to allow control of
LonWorks devices from a KNX
installation.

Cod. GW.ENO-KNX.E
KNX - EnOcean (868 MHz. Europe)
Designed to allow control of
EnOcean devices from a KNX
installation.

Cod. GW.PAN-KNX.B
KNX - PANASONIC Air to Water
units. Aquarea H Generation
series (A2W)
It allows communication with
PANASONIC Aquarea H air-water systems from KNX installations.

Cod. GW.PAN-KNX
KNX - PANASONIC AC ECOi and
PACi Lines (PAC, VRF) 16/64 Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of
Panasonic VRF systems from a
KNX installation.

Cod. GW.SAM-KNX
KNX - SAMSUNG AC NASA Protocol Units (PAC, VRF) 4/8/16/64
Indoor Units
Designed to allow control of
Samsung NASA VRF systems
from a KNX installation.

Cod. INT.KNX-IR.AC2
KNX - IR interface for generic
AC with IR receiver (RAC, PAC,
VRF) + 2 binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control of your air conditioner from
KNX installations via a standard
IR receiver.

Cod. GW.DALI-KNX.1
KNX - DALI (64 ballasts, 1 channel)
Designed to allow control of
DALI ballasts from a KNX installation.

Cod. GW.DALI-MOD
Modbus Server TCP & RTU DALI (64/128 devices)
Designed to allow control of
DALI power supplies from a
Modbus BMS, SCADA, PLC or
any device operating as a Modbus Master.

Cod. GW.TOS-KNX.A
KNX - TOSHIBA AC Commercial & VRF lines (PAC, VRF) + 4
binary inputs
It allows monitoring and control
of Digital Inverter and Toshiba
VRF and Digital Air Conditioner
of KNX installations.

Cod. GW.MBU-KNX
KNX - M-Bus (10/20/60/120 devices, level converter integrated)
Designed to work as a translator between an M-BUS installation and a KNX home automation system.

Cod. GW.MOD-KNX
KNX - Modbus TCP & RTU Master (100/250/600/1200/3000
points)
It allows to read / write points
of other Modbus RTU Slave devices and Server devices connected to a Modbus network.

Cod. GW.DALI-BAC
BACnet Server IP & MS/TP DALI (64/128 devices)
Designed to work as a translator
between a DALI installation
and control and monitoring
systems based on BACnet IP
and/or BACnet MSTP.

Cod. GW.LON-KNX
LON - KNX (200/500/4000
points)
Designed to allow control of a
KNX system from a LonWorks
installation.

Cod. GW.DMX-ETH
Gateway DMX - Ethernet
Perfect for distributing DMX signals over a network. Communication takes place bidirectionally from DMX to Ethernet. It
allows conversion from a multitude of Ethernet-based lighting
protocols to physical DMX and
vice versa without the need for
additional interfaces.
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Cod. D-ALIM1
BUS DALI Power Supply 230mA
DALI power supply 120/240VAC.
Max. output current 230mA. Suitable for supplying a complete
DALI circuit with 64 standard
DALI devices.
DIN rail 1 module

Cod. D-ALIM2
BUS DALI Power Supply 30mA
DALI power supply 120/240VAC.
Max. output current 30mA. Suitable for supplying a complete
DALI circuit with 64 standard
DALI devices.
Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-RIP2
BUS DALI repeater
Extension of a DALI circuit with
integrated BUS supply. It increases the number of electronic ballasts in a DALI circuit and extends
the cable length up to 300m.
Dim: 120x41x22mm

Cod. D-RIP1
BUS DALI repeater
Extension of a DALI circuit with
integrated BUS supply. It increases the number of electronic ballasts in a DALI circuit and extends
the cable length up to 300m.
DIN rail 1 module

Cod. D-GW4CH
Gateway DALI for 4 lines
Central control unit for up to 4
DALI lines. Independent control
of up to 256 DALI ballasts. Modbus DALI gateway function,
control and supervision from
SmartCM web server.

Cod. D-GW1RS
Gateway DALI - RS232
Interface for communication
between PC/PLC and modules in
a DALI lighting system. Communication with DALI components
via RS232 - bi traffic.
DIN rail 1 module

DALI PRODUCTS

Cod. D-PIR12I
DALI motion sensor 12m
Compact DALI motion detector
with integrated light and temperature sensor.
Distance: max.12m/92 zones.
Light sensor: 0-2500lux.
Temperature sensor: 0-70°C.

Cod. D-PIR12P
DALI motion sensor 12m
Compact DALI motion detector
with integrated light and temperature sensor.
Distance: max.12m/92 zones.
Light sensor: 0-2500lux.
Temperature sensor: 0-70°C.

Cod. D-PIR25I
DALI presence sensor 2,5m
Compact DALI motion detector
with integrated light and temperature sensor.
Distance: 2.3/3m - 36/48 zones.
Light sensor: 0-2500lux.
Temperature sensor: 0-70°C.

Cod. D-PIR25P
DALI presence sensor 2,5m
Compact DALI motion detector
with integrated light and temperature sensor.
Distance: 2.3/3m - 36/48 zones.
Light sensor: 0-2500lux.
Temperature sensor: 0-70°C.

Cod. D-4X2A
DALI relay module 4x2A
Supply: 12VDC- 48VDC.
Max. connection current: 8A.
Max. current: 2A.
Suitable for relay/contactor with
coil voltages from 12V to 48VDC.

Cod. D-1X8A2
DALI relay module 8A
Compact switching relay module
for direct control of 230VAC loads
via DALI.
Contacts: 1NA.
Max. load: 1000VA/8A.

DIN rail 1 module

Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-1X16A
DALI relay module 16A
Compact switching relay module
for direct control of 230VAC loads
via DALI.
Contacts: 1NA.
Max. load: 2000VA/16A.

Cod. D-TAPP1
Roller and blind shutter DALI
module
Compact relay module for direct
control of 230VAC motors via
DALI - the opening/closing and
adjustment of the slat inclination
are programmable.
Max. load: 1000VA/4A.

Cod. D-TAPP2
Roller and blind shutter DALI
module
Compact relay module for direct
control of 230VAC motors via
DALI - the opening/closing and
adjustment of the slat inclination
are programmable.
Max. load: 1000VA/4A.

DIN rail 1 module

Dim: 120x30x21mm

DIN rail 1 module

Cod. D-4INGMC
DALI MC module 4 inputs
Inputs can be processed as transfer signals or 0-10V analogue
signals or read potentiometers.
DALI commands are supported
to control the colour temperature.
Dim: 40x28x15mm
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Cod. D-4ING2
DALI module 4 inputs
Control module with 4 switching
inputs 230V. Ability to send DALI
commands to individual addresses (0-63), groups (0-15). This function can be configured for each
switch input.

Cod. D-4ING1
DALI module 4 inputs
Control module with 4 switching
inputs 230V. Ability to send DALI
commands to individual addresses (0-63), groups (0-15). This function can be configured for each
switch input.

Dim: 59x33x15mm

DIN rail 1 module

DIN rail 1 module
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Cod. D-DIM2X4A
LED Dimmer 2x4A
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 4A.
Supply 12-28VDC. Dim: 40x28x14mm

Cod. D-DIM2X16D
LED Dimmer 2x16A
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 16A.
Supply 12-28VDC.
DIN rail 1 module

Also available in 8A, 10A and 16A.

Cod. D-DIM2X350
LED Dimmer 2x350mA
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 350mA
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 59x33x15mm
Also available in 500, 700 and 1000mA.

DALI PRODUCTS

Cod. D-RGB3X4A
RGB LED Dimmer 3x4A
For control of constant voltage
RGB LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 4A.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-RGB3X16D
RGB LED Dimmer 3x16A
For control of constant voltage
RGB LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 16A.
Supply 12-48VDC. DIN rail 1 module

Also available in 8, 10 and 16A.

Cod. D-DIM4X8A
LED Dimmer 4x8A
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 8A.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-DIM4X16D
LED Dimmer 4x16A
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 16A.
Supply 12-48VDC. DIN rail 1 module

Also available in 10A and 16A.

Cod. D-DIM4X350
LED Dimmer 4x350mA
For control of constant voltage
LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 350mA
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 120x41x22mm
Also available in 500mA.

Cod. D-RGBW4X8A
RGBW LED Dimmer 4x8A
For control of constant voltage
RGBW LED modules by a DALI
address.
Max. output current: 8A.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 59x33x15mm

Also available in 500 and 700mA.

Cod. D-RGBW4X16D
RGBW LED Dimmer 4x16A
For control of constant voltage
RGBW LED modules by a DALI
address.
Max. output current: 16A
Supply 12-48VDC. DIN rail 1 module

Also available in 10 and 16A.

Cod. D-DIM2X4A-B
LED Dimmer white 2x4A
For control of constant voltage
Tunable White LED modules by
a DALI address.
Max. output current: 4A.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 40x28x15mm
Also available in 8, 10 and 16A.
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Cod. D-DIM2X16D-B
LED Dimmer white 2x16A
For control of constant voltage
Tunable White LED modules by
a DALI address.
Max. output current: 16A.
Supply 12-48VDC. DIN rail 1 module

Cod. D-DIM2X350-B
LED Dimmer white 2x350mA
For control of constant voltage
Tunable White LED modules by
a DALI address.
Max. output current: 350mA
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-DIM25W
Phase cut dimmer 3-25W
Module for integration of dimmable 230V lamps in a DALI circuit. Suitable for resistive and inductive loads for loads of 3-25W.
Dim: 59x33x15mm

Cod. D-RGB3X350
RGB LED Dimmer 3x350mA
For control of constant voltage
RGB LED modules by a DALI address.
Max. output current: 350mA.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 120x30x22mm

Cod. D-RGBW4X350
RGBW LED Dimmer 4x350mA
For control of constant voltage
RGBW LED modules by a DALI
address.
Max. output current: 350mA.
Supply 12-48VDC. Dim: 120x41x22mm
Also available in 500 and 700mA.

Cod. D-DIM300W
Phase cut dimmer 10-300W
Module for integration of dimmable 230V lamps in a DALI
circuit. Suitable for resistive and
inductive loads for loads of 10300W.
Dim: 120x30x22mm

Cod. D-DIM300WD
Phase cut dimmer 10-300W
Module for integration of dimmable 230V lamps in a DALI
circuit. Suitable for resistive and
inductive loads for loads of 10300W.
DIN rail 1 module

Also available in 500, 700 and 1000mA.
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TOUCH SCREEN

TOUCH PANEL KNX

WALL MOUNTED

Cod. TS0703AP/TS1003AP
7”/10” Android touch screen
for desktop.

Cod. TS1001PA/TS1401PA
10”/14” Android touch screen
wall mounted.

Cod. TS1502PA/...
Android touch screen wall
mounted. Available from: 15”/
17”/18”/21”/24”/27”/32”/43”/55”.

Cod. TOUCH4-B
4 Inch Touch Panel
Able to support remote connection with smartphone. LED
backlight.
Resolution: 480x272 px
Colours: white/black

Cod. TOUCH7-N
7 Inch Touch Panel
Able to support remote connection with smartphone. LED
backlight.
Resolution: 800x480 px
Colours: white/black

Cod. TOUCH10-B
10 Inch Touch Panel
Touch panel - IP video doorphone function controlled remotely
via Smartphone or tablet.
Resolution: 1280x800 px
Colours: white/black

I/O DEVICES

FLUSH MOUNTED

I/O devices for general use of inputs and outputs or opening ports with a LITHIUM battery with Bluetooth,
LTE, WIFI, LORAWAN protocol.

Cod. Touch10
10.1” Android touch screen.

Cod. Touch10-PoE
10.1” Android touch screen complete with ﬂush-mounted box.

Cod. Touch7
7” Android touch screen complete with ﬂush-mounted box.

Cod. TS1804A1
18” Windows touch screen allin-one, wall mounted.

Cod. TS2104A1
21” Windows touch screen allin-one, wall mounted.

ALL IN ONE

Cod. TS1504A1
15” Windows touch screen allin-one, wall mounted.
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DOCKING STATIONS

INVISIBLE SPEAKERS

TABLETOP REMOVABLE
Thanks to its adjustable Lightning connector,
it accommodates all the latest iPad models,
even the iPad mini. It blends perfectly into
any interior design and matches Apple’s iPad
design in colour, form factor and materials. Its
aluminium base is heavy enough not to slide
away when the iPad is being operated.
Available white or black.
Size: 160x280x138mm (HxLxD)

Cod. CIPAD

WALL MOUNTED REMOVABLE

Cod. TIPAD

Suitable for wall mounting for all the latest
iPad models and size. The built-in control processor and the touch keypad on the glass
front plate allows control of audio/video, lights,
blinds and more at home or in meeting spaces. Smart battery management extends the
iPad battery life.
Available white, black, gold, violet or apricot.
Size: 218x307x35mm (HxLxD)

Thanks to a special driver and the high quality material used in the surface coverage, it can perform with
a wonderful sound when installed inside the wall or ceiling.
If wall or ceiling mounted and finished with a layer of putty and paint, it can be integrated with the
surrounding environment and be totally invisible.
Music can be transmitted in any direction and you can listen to it in high quality without seeing the speaker, therefore without interfering with the aesthetics of the installation site.

WALL MOUNTED MOTORIZED

INSP01

Transform your iPad into a flexible interface
for lighting, audio/video, security systems,
and much more. Any iPad becomes an integrated and customized mobile or stationary
touch panel. Perfect to protect your iPad, quick and easy release with your personal code.
Available white or black.
Size: 351,9x226,4x68,2mm (HxLxD)

Impedance

8Ω

Frequency response

90Hz - 20kHz

Rated power

80W

Sensitivity (1W/1M)

92dB

Mounting hole size

455x305mm

Size (HxLxD)

450x300x36mm

Weight

1.5kg

Cod. MIPAD

WALL MOUNTED NON REMOVABLE
A non-removable tablet in-wall solution. It
is supplied with the installation backbox.
Whether you want to use the tablet as a music centre or streaming source, as an electronic photo frame or as a control system, this is
the most stylish solution.
Available white or black.
Size: 226x315x78mm (HxLxD)
Cod. VIPAD
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INSP02
Impedance

8Ω

Frequency response

150-20 KHz 2-way,
each 40W channel

Rated power

80W

Sensitivity (1W/1M)

94dB

Mounting hole size

405x305mm

Size (HxLxD)

400x300x36mm

Weight

1.5kg
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OUR
PROJECTS
FERRARI EDIFICIO NUOVA “GES”

QATAR FOUNDATION

SICREA GROUP

UNIFARM

VILLA REALE DI MONZA

LA RINASCENTE

GADAMES 57

FONDAZIONE CARIPLO

SCUOLA PRIMARIA RACAGNI

CASA DEGLI UMILIATI

GOI LOMBARDIA - CASA MASSONICA

CAMERA DI COMMERCIO

MARANELLO, MODENA

MONZA, MONZA E BRIANZA

MONZA, MONZA E BRIANZA

NOVATEX

OGGIONO, LECCO
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MILANO

MILANO

EUROSETS

MEDOLLA, MODENA

DOHA, QATAR

MILANO

MODENA

MILANO

CISCO PHOTONICS

PRATO

VIMERCATE, MONZA E BRIANZA

SINERGIA

BENACO BANCA

ALBINO, BERGAMO

VERONA

TRENTO

GRANULATI ITALIA
BOLTIERE, BERGAMO

ABAR LITOFARMA

PARMA

SAN GIULIANO MILANESE, MILANO

SOMAIN ITALIA

SHIRE ITALIA

EDIFICIO BRUNO PRESEZZI

LA VEDETTA VIGILANZA

BREMBATE DI SOPRA, BERGAMO

BURAGO DI MOLGORA, MONZA E BRIANZA

MILANO

COMO
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CASEIFICIO PREZIOSA

CASEIFICIO SALERNITANO
GORGONZOLA, MILANO

CAROBBIO DEGLI ANGELI, BERGAMO

LE DOLCI FANTASIE

RICCARDO CAFFÈ

RISTORANTE - B&B MOLINETTO

HOTEL CASA ANGELINA

LUXURY HOTEL BOSCOLO

HOTEL THE SQUARE
MILANO

SESTO SAN GIOVANNI, MILANO

VILLA GARUTI

JOIA HOTEL & LUXURY APARTMENTS

AHD ROOMS

SERIATE, BERGAMO

SAN CASSIANO, LECCE

PRAIANO, SALERNO

PADENGHE SUL GARDA, BRESCIA
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OSTUNI

LYON, FRANCIA

BRUSAPORTO, BERGAMO

MIOORTO

RAVENNA

MILANO

HOTEL DA VINCI
MILANO

ALPEN CHALET

HOTEL SAVONA 18 SUITES

HOTEL FORUM

MILANO

BARANZATE, MILANO

GRAND HOTEL PRESOLANA

AGRITURISMO COBUE

SCHILPARIO, BERGAMO

CASTIONE DELLA PRESOLANA, BERGAMO

ABACUS HOTEL

RSA FONDAZIONE SAN GIUSEPPE
DALMINE, BERGAMO

ALBANO S. ALESSANDRO, BERGAMO

OSPEDALE DI LEGNANO

ORATORIO CALOLZIOCORTE

RADIO MARIA

LEGNANO, MILANO

CALOLZIOCORTE, LECCO

POZZOLENGO, BRESCIA

RSA RESIDENZA PRIMAVERA

ERBA, COMO
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